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Paperback. Book Condition: New. Not Signed; Color Your Own Stickers Flowers is an exciting
colouring activity book that contains dozens of customizable art decals to colour, peel and stick.
Create unique floral stickers to add style and pizzazz to crafts, home decoration projects,
scrapbooks, greeting cards, notebooks and more.These groovy flower designs come in a variety of
shapes and sizes and are printed on high quality artist paper. Each illustration can be easily
personalised with felt-tips, colouring pencils, crayons, marker pens, gels pens or your favourite
craft medium.The book also includes helpful tips on colouring techniques, as well as an inspiring
gallery of creative ways to use your finished stickers. Once you've finished colouring, just peel your
pre-cut, self-adhesive decals out of the book and apply to any smooth, dry surface. book.
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This publication is very gripping and interesting. We have go through and so i am confident that i am going to planning to read through yet again again in
the foreseeable future. You are going to like how the blogger write this ebook.
-- Dr . Tha ddeus Tur ner  PhD-- Dr . Tha ddeus Tur ner  PhD

These kinds of ebook is the perfect publication o ered. It is among the most incredible publication i have go through. You will not feel monotony at
whenever you want of your time (that's what catalogues are for concerning if you check with me).
-- Delia  Schoen-- Delia  Schoen
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